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A space is said to be 12 -homogeneous provided there are exactly two orbits for the action
of the group of homeomorphisms of the space onto itself. Certain conditions on a com-
pactum X are known under which the cone over X is 12 -homogeneous (Nadler Jr. and
Pellicer-Covarrubias (2007) [16]). In this paper we investigate 12 -homogeneity in suspen-
sions of compact metric spaces; namely, we determine necessary and suﬃcient conditions
under which the suspension of a continuum X is 12 -homogeneous, among certain classes
of continua. This paper gives a partial answer to a question posed by S.B. Nadler Jr. (2007)
in [14, p. 342].
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let H(X) denote the group of homeomorphisms of a space X onto itself. An orbit of X is the action of H(X) at a point x
of X , namely {h(x): h ∈ H(X)} for a given point x ∈ X . The symbol O(x) denotes the orbit of X that contains x. Given
a positive integer n, a space is a said to be 1n -homogeneous provided that X has exactly n orbits. Hence, 1-homogeneous
spaces are the more familiar homogeneous spaces.
Note that a manifestly geometric property of every n-cell is that it has exactly two orbits, hence the relevance of the
notion of 12 -homogeneity. However, not much is known about this notion; the Sierpin´ski universal curve is a
1
2 -homoge-
neous continuum [10] and a theorem about 12 -homogeneous compact absolute neighborhood retracts of dimension  2 is
in [19, p. 25, 1]. Nevertheless, recently there has been increasing interest on this topic, in fact, seven more papers have been
written: results about 12 -homogeneous continua are developed in [14,17,18], and results about
1
2 -homogeneous hyperspaces
and 12 -homogeneous cones can be found in [8,15,16,20].
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compacta and/or continua. As a matter of fact, Sam B. Nadler Jr. asks in [14, p. 342, 4.18] which classes of continua have
1
2 -homogeneous suspensions. The aim of this paper is to give a partial solution to that problem.
After notation and terminology, in Section 3 we present some basic results on the structure of suspensions. Further, we
devote Section 4 to study 12 -homogeneity; in this section we characterize certain classes of continua that have
1
2 -homo-
geneous suspensions, such as local dendrites, dendroids and continua containing free arcs. Throughout the paper, several
examples and results of independent interest are given.
2. Notation and terminology
In this section we present general notation, we recall the concept of cone and suspension of a nonempty space and we
present notation about these concepts. We also introduce terminology that we use frequently. For notation and terminology
not given here or in Section 1, see [13].
Part I. General notation.
The symbol N denotes the set of positive integers; A × B denotes the Cartesian product of A and B; |A| denotes the
cardinality of a set A; A denotes the closure of A; int(A) denotes the topological interior of A; bd(A) denotes the topological
boundary of A; E(X) denotes the set of all end points of X (deﬁned below); R(X) denotes the set of all ramiﬁcation points
of X (deﬁned below); AR and ANR stand for absolute retract and absolute neighborhood retract, respectively [3]; iM and
∂M denote the manifold interior and the manifold boundary, respectively, of a manifold M .
If Y is a topological space, we write Y = P |Q to mean Y = P ∪ Q , P = ∅, Q = ∅, P ∩ Q = ∅, and P and Q are both open
in Y [13, p. 87, 6.2].
Throughout the paper, I denotes the closed interval [0,1] and J denotes the closed interval [−1,1].
Part II. Cones and suspensions.
If A is a nonempty closed subset of a space X , then X/A denotes the quotient space obtained by identifying all points
in A [13, p. 41, 3.14]. For a topological space X , the cone of X , Cone(X), is the quotient space that is obtained by identi-
fying all the points (x,1) in X × I to a single point [13, p. 41, 3.15]. The suspension of X , Sus(X), is the quotient space
that is obtained by identifying all the points (x,1) in X × J to a single point, and all the points (x,−1) to another
point [13, p. 42, 3.16].
We denote the vertex of Cone(X) by v X and the vertices of Sus(X) by v1X and v
−1
X .
We often assume without saying so that X × (−1,1) is a subspace of Sus(X). With this in mind, we write points in
Sus(X) that are not the vertices as ordered pairs (x, t). Also, we consider Cone(X) as a subspace of Sus(X).
When A ⊂ X , we consider Sus(A) as a subspace of Sus(X) with the same vertices, v1X and v−1X , as Sus(X).
The symbol π∗ always denotes the natural projection of Sus(X) \ {v1X , v−1X } onto X ; that is π∗((x, t)) = x for all (x, t) ∈
Sus(X) \ {v1X , v−1X }.
We use O(w) to denote the orbit of a point w in Sus(X).
Part III. General terminology.
A continuum is a nonempty, compact and connected metric space.
The term nondegenerate refers to a space that contains more than one point.
An arc is a space homeomorphic to the closed interval [0,1]. An arc A in a space X is a free arc in X provided that i A is
open in X .
A simple closed curve is a space homeomorphic to the unit circle S1.
A simple triod is the cone over a 3-point (discrete) space. In this case, the vertex of the cone is called the core of the
simple triod.
Let n ∈ N with n  3 and let X be an n-point (discrete) space. We deﬁne the n-theta as the suspension over X ; in the
case that n = 3, we will say that X is the Greek letter theta.
By a ﬁnite graph we mean a continuum that can be expressed as the union of ﬁnitely many arcs, any two of which
intersect in at most one or both of their end points [13, p. 140, 9.1].
A dendrite is a locally connected continuum that contains no simple closed curve [13, p. 165, 10.1]. A local dendrite is
a continuum for which each of its points has a (closed) neighborhood that is a dendrite [11, p. 303].
We use the term simple ∞-od to refer to either one of the following continua:
1. The hairy point, which is the union of countably inﬁnitely many arcs A1, A2, . . . , satisfying the following conditions:
(a) all the arcs Ai emanate from a single point p, and are otherwise disjoint from one another, and
(b) limi→∞ diam(Ai) = 0.
Each of the arcs Ai is called a hair, and the point p is called the follicle of the hairy point [9, p. 46].
484 M. de Jesús López et al. / Topology and its Applications 157 (2010) 482–4932. The null comb W , which is the union of the line segments in the plane from (0,0) to (1,0) and from ( 1n ,0) to (
1
n ,
1
n )
for each n ∈ N, i.e.,
W = ([0,1] × {0})∪ ⋃
n∈N
({
1
n
}
×
[
0,
1
n
])
. (1)
The point q = (0,0) is called the follicle of the null comb (see [9, p. 50] or [5, p. 60]).
A continuum X is hereditarily unicoherent if whenever A and B are subcontinua of X we have that A ∩ B is connected.
A dendroid is a hereditarily unicoherent, arcwise connected continuum.
A space X is connected im kleinen at a point p provided that each neighborhood of p contains a connected neighborhood
of p [13, p. 75, 5.10].
A space X is locally contractible at a point p provided that each neighborhood U of p in X contains a neighborhood V
of p such that V is contractible in U to a point [3, p. 28].
A point p of a connected topological space X is a cut point of X if X \ {p} is not connected [13, p. 87, 6.1]. The set of cut
points of X will be denoted by Cut(X).
Let X be a space and let n be a cardinal number. A point x ∈ X is said to be of order less than or equal to n provided x has
a basis of open neighborhoods in X whose boundaries have at most n elements; in this case we write ordx(X) n. If n is
the smallest cardinal number for which x has such neighborhoods, we will say that ordx(X) = n.
A point p of a space X is a ramiﬁcation point of X if ordp(X) 3, it is an ordinary point of X if ordp(X) = 2 and it is an
end point of X if ordp(X) = 1. The sets of ramiﬁcation points, ordinary points and end points of X will be denoted by R(X),
OR(X) and E(X), respectively.
Dimension means topological dimension for separable metric spaces [7, p. 24].
3. Preliminary results on Sus(X)
Let X be a space. In this section we present basic facts on Sus(X) that will be used throughout the paper; mainly we
point out topological properties that some given points have in Sus(X). We begin this section with the following observation,
which we use to show that if X is a metric space with no arcs, then no point of X × (−1,1) is the core of any simple triod
in Sus(X).
Observation 3.0.1. Let X be a metric space and let x ∈ X . Assume that x does not belong to any arc in X . Let A be a pathwise
connected subcontinuum of Sus(X) \ {v1X , v−1X } such that x ∈ π∗(A). Note that π∗(A) is a pathwise connected subcontinuum
of X that contains x. Thus, π∗(A) = {x}. Therefore A ⊂ Sus({x}).
The following result is an easy consequence of Observation 3.0.1.
Lemma 3.0.2. Let X be a metric space with no arcs. Then for each x ∈ X and each t ∈ (−1,1), the point (x, t) is not the core of a simple
triod in Sus(X).
The next three results give conditions, for a point w ∈ Sus(X), to belong (or not) to the manifold interior of a 2-cell in
Sus(X).
Observation 3.0.3. Let X be a metric space, let A be an arc in X , let a ∈ i A and let t ∈ (−1,1). Then Sus(A) is a 2-cell.
Moreover:
(i) the point (a, t) ∈ iSus(A), and
(ii) if A is a free arc, then Sus(A) is a 2-cell neighborhood of (a, t).
In particular, if X is a local dendrite, x ∈ OR(X)∪ R(X) and t ∈ (−1,1), then (x, t) belongs to the manifold interior of a 2-cell
in Sus(X).
The following result can be shown using [16, p. 240, 5.5].
Lemma 3.0.4. Let X be a local dendrite. If x ∈ E(X) and t ∈ (−1,1), then (x, t) does not belong to the manifold interior of any 2-cell
in Sus(X).
The following result is a consequence of [16, p. 240, 5.4].
Lemma 3.0.5. Let X be a local dendrite. Then the vertices v1X and v
−1
X belong to the manifold interior of a 2-cell in Sus(X) if and only
if X contains a simple closed curve.
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if and only if x belongs to the interior of a free arc in X.
Proof. Assume (x, t) has a planar neighborhood  in Sus(X). If ordx(X)  3, then x is the core of a simple triod in X
[11, p. 277]. Hence, (x, t) does not have planar neighborhoods in Sus(X). Thus, we will assume ordx(X) 2.
Let W be a neighborhood of x in X such that W × (t − , t + ) ⊂  for some  > 0; further, let U be a neighborhood
of x in X such that U ⊂ int(W ). Since X is locally arcwise connected [13, p. 131, 8.25], we may assume that U is arcwise
connected.
First we will consider the case when ordx(X) = 2. It follows from [11, p. 277] that x belongs to the manifold interior
of some arc A in X . We may assume U ∩ E(A) = ∅. We will prove that U ⊂ A. Suppose to the contrary that there exists
w ∈ U \ A. Since U is arcwise connected, there exists an arc B ⊂ U such that E(B) = {x,w}. Since B ∩ E(A) = ∅, it follows
that B∩ A contains the core of a simple triod T ⊂ int(W ). Thus, T × (t−, t+) ⊂ ; hence  is not planar, a contradiction.
Therefore, U ⊂ A and we conclude that x belongs to the interior of a free arc in X .
In a similar way it can be shown that if ordx(X) = 1, then x belongs to the interior of a free arc in X .
The converse follows from Observation 3.0.3. 
We conclude this section with three results that concern local contractibility, being an ANR and local connectedness in
Sus(X).
Observation 3.0.7. Let X be a metric space. Then Sus(X) is locally contractible at the points v1X and v
−1
X . In particular,
Sus(X) is connected im kleinen at the points v1X and v
−1
X .
The following lemma can be shown using [12, p. 227, 5.4.2].
Lemma 3.0.8. Let X be a separable metric space. Then X is an ANR if and only if Sus(X) is an ANR.
We conclude this section with the following result, which is not diﬃcult of prove.
Lemma 3.0.9. Let X be a metric space. Then X is locally connected if and only if Sus(X) is locally connected. Moreover, X is locally
contractible if and only if Sus(X) is locally contractible.
4. 12 -Homogeneity
This section is divided into six subsections. In the ﬁrst one we introduce some basic properties of orbits in a suspension.
In the second one we give preliminary results and examples concerning 12 -homogeneity of Sus(X). In the third subsection we
prove a characterization theorem for ﬁnite graphs with 12 -homogeneous suspension (Theorem 4.3.7). In the fourth subsection
we give two theorems of characterization, the ﬁrst one is for dendrites and the second one is a generalization for local
dendrites, each with 12 -homogeneous suspension (Theorems 4.4.1 and 4.4.3, respectively). Further, in the ﬁfth subsection
we prove a characterization theorem for dendroids with 12 -homogeneous suspension (Theorem 4.5.2). Finally, in the last
subsection, we characterize those continua with free arcs whose suspension is 12 -homogeneous (Theorem 4.6.10).
4.1. Some basic properties of orbits in Sus(X)
In this subsection we introduce four elementary results on orbits of Sus(X); these results will be very useful in subse-
quent subsections (recall that an orbit of a space X , at a point x ∈ X , is the set O(x) = {h(x): h ∈ H(X)}).
Lemma 4.1.1. Let X be a nonempty topological space. Then v1X and v
−1
X belong to the same orbit in Sus(X).
Lemma 4.1.2. Let X be a nonempty topological space. If OX is an orbit of X , then OX × (−1,1) is contained in a single orbit of Sus(X).
As a direct consequence of Lemma 4.1.2 we have:
Corollary 4.1.3. Let X be a nonempty topological space, let x ∈ X and let s, t ∈ (−1,1). Then the points (x, t) and (x, s) belong to the
same orbit in Sus(X).
The following result immediately follows from Lemmas 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
Corollary 4.1.4. If X is a homogeneous topological space, then Sus(X) has exactly one or two orbits.
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We begin with a proposition whose proof uses invariance of domain [7, p. 95, VI9].
Proposition 4.2.1. Any n-cell is 12 -homogeneous. In particular, if X is an arc, then Sus(X) is
1
2 -homogeneous.
With the next theorem we obtain more examples of spaces with 12 -homogeneous suspension.
Theorem 4.2.2. Let X be a metric space. If X is homogeneous and nonlocally contractible, then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1.2, X × (−1,1) is contained in an orbit O of Sus(X). Since v1X and v−1X belong to a same orbit in Sus(X)
(Lemma 4.1.1), it suﬃces to prove that v1X /∈ O. Since X is not locally contractible, then Sus(X) is not locally contractible at
the points of O (Lemma 3.0.9). Thus, v1X /∈ O (Observation 3.0.7). Therefore, X × (−1,1) and {v1X , v−1X } are the two orbits
of Sus(X). Hence, Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous. 
In [1, p. 322, III] it is shown that the Menger curve is homogeneous. Thus, as a particular case of Theorem 4.2.2 we have
the following result:
Corollary 4.2.3. If X is the Menger curve, then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous.
Since local contractibility at every point implies connectedness im kleinen (and thus, local connectedness), then we have
the following consequence of Theorem 4.2.2.
Corollary 4.2.4. Let X be a metric space. If X is homogeneous and nonlocally connected, then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous.
Since the pseudoarc, the Cantor set and a solenoid are homogeneous and nonlocally connected (see [2, p. 360, 13],
[6, p. 100, 2.37] and [13, p. 25, 2.16], respectively), then as a particular case of Corollary 4.2.4 we have the following result:
Corollary 4.2.5. If X is the pseudoarc, the Cantor set or a solenoid, then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous.
Theorem 4.2.6. Let X be a homogeneous metric space such that |X | = 2. If X does not contain arcs, then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous.
Proof. Assume ﬁrst that |X | 3. By Lemma 4.1.2, X × (−1,1) is contained in an orbit O of Sus(X). Since v1X and v−1X belong
to the same orbit in Sus(X) (Lemma 4.1.1), it suﬃces to prove that v1X /∈ O. Observe that v1X is the core of a simple triod
in Sus(X) (because |X |  3). Thus, since no point of X × (−1,1) is the core of any simple triod in Sus(X) (Lemma 3.0.2),
then v1X /∈ O. Hence, X × (−1,1) and {v1X , v−1X } are the two orbits of Sus(X).
On the other hand, if |X | = 1, then Sus(X) is an arc and is, thus, 12 -homogeneous. 
As a particular case of Theorem 4.2.6 we have:
Corollary 4.2.7. Let n ∈ N with n = 2. If X is a discrete space with n points, then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous. In particular, the n-theta
is 12 -homogeneous.
4.3. Finite graphs
In this subsection we show that the suspension of an n-theta is 12 -homogeneous. Moreover, we present a theorem that
characterizes ﬁnite graphs with 12 -homogeneous suspension; in fact, we prove that the arc and the n-theta are the only
ﬁnite graphs whose suspension is 12 -homogeneous (Theorem 4.3.7).
Lemma 4.3.1. Let X be a ﬁnite graph such that E(X) = ∅. Then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous if and only if X is an arc.
Proof. Assume that X is not an arc. Since E(X) = ∅, then X is not a simple closed curve. Therefore, R(X) = ∅. Let A be
a free arc in X and consider the following three points of X : x ∈ i A, y ∈ R(X) and z ∈ E(X). Note that Sus(A) is a 2-cell
neighborhood of (x,0) in Sus(X) (Observation 3.0.3), whereas (y,0) does not have any 2-cell neighborhood in Sus(X). Hence,
O((x,0)) = O((y,0)).
On the other hand, since z ∈ E(X) we have that (z,0) does not belong to the manifold interior of any 2-cell in Sus(X)
(Lemma 3.0.4), whereas (x,0) ∈ iSus(A) since x ∈ i A. Therefore, O((x,0)) = O((z,0)).
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O((z,0)). Therefore, Sus(X) is not 12 -homogeneous.
The converse is Proposition 4.2.1. 
We use the following result in the proof of the characterization theorem of this subsection (Theorem 4.3.7).
Theorem 4.3.2. Let n ∈ N with n 3 and let X be an n-theta. Then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous.
Proof. Let p and q be the vertices of X . By Corollary 4.2.7 we know that X is 12 -homogeneous, one orbit being X \ {p,q}
and the other being {p,q}. Thus, by Lemma 4.1.2 we obtain that:(
X \ {p,q})× (−1,1) is contained in an orbit, say O1, of Sus(X). (2)
Let w ∈ Sus(X). Note that w has a 2-cell neighborhood in Sus(X) if and only if w ∈ (X \ {p,q})× (−1,1). This and (2) show
that (X \ {p,q}) × (−1,1) is an orbit of Sus(X). Thus,
O1 =
(
X \ {p,q})× (−1,1). (3)
Further, using again Lemma 4.1.2 we have:
{p,q} × (−1,1) is contained in an orbit, say O2, of Sus(X). (4)
We will show that O2 = Sus({p,q}). To this aim, we prove ﬁrst that v1X ∈ O2.
Let A1, . . . , An be the n distinct arcs joining p and q in X . Note that Sus(A1) is a 2-cell and that both (p,0) and v1X
belong to ∂ Sus(A1). Thus, there exists a homeomorphism h1 : Sus(A1) → Sus(A1) such that:
h1
(
v1X
)= (p,0).
For each k ∈ {2, . . . ,n}, let gk : Ak → A1 be a homeomorphism such that gk(p) = p and gk(q) = q. Also deﬁne
fk : Sus(Ak) → Sus(A1) by:
fk(w) =
{
(gk(x), y), if w = (x, y) with y ∈ (−1,1);
w, if w ∈ {v1X , v−1X }.
One can prove that fk is a homeomorphism and that fk(w) = w whenever w ∈ Sus({p,q}). Further, let hk : Sus(Ak) →
Sus(Ak) be given by hk = f −1k ◦ h1 ◦ fk . Thus,
hk is a homeomorphism and hk|Sus({p,q}) = h1|Sus({p,q}). (5)
Next deﬁne H : Sus(X) → Sus(X) by
H(w) = hk(w) if w ∈ Sus(Ak).
Since Sus(Ak)∩ Sus(A j) = Sus({p,q}) whenever k = j, it follows from (5) that H is a homeomorphism. Hence, since H(v1X ) =
h1(v1X ) = (p,0), we obtain that v1X ∈ O2. Thus, Lemma 4.1.1 and (4) yield Sus({p,q}) ⊂ O2. However, this and (3) show that
Sus({p,q}) = O2. Therefore, Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous. 
Observation 4.3.3. Let X be a simple closed curve; then Sus(X) is a 2-sphere and is, therefore, homogeneous.
The next simple result will be used several times throughout the paper.
Lemma 4.3.4. Let X be a metric space. If Sus(X) is homogeneous and X contains no arcs, then |X | = 2.
Proof. If |X | 3, then v1X is the core of a simple triod in Sus(X); then, for each x ∈ X the point (x,0) is the core of a simple
triod in Sus(X), but this contradicts Lemma 3.0.2. Hence, |X |  2. Finally, if |X | = 1, then Sus(X) is an arc and is, thus,
1
2 -homogeneous. Therefore, |X | = 2. 
Observation 4.3.5. Let X be a ﬁnite graph which is not an arc and such that Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous. By Observation 4.3.3
we have that X is not a simple closed curve. Thus, R(X) is nonempty. Let M = {x ∈ X: x belongs to the interior of a free
arc in X}, and note that M = X \ R(X). Consider the following subsets of Sus(X):
K = {w ∈ Sus(X): w has a planar neighborhood} and
L = {w ∈ Sus(X): w does not have planar neighborhoods}.
By the 12 -homogeneity of Sus(X), the two orbits of Sus(X) are K and L. Moreover, by Lemma 3.0.6 we have that M ×
(−1,1) ⊂ K and R(X) × (−1,1) ⊂ L; thus, since L is closed in Sus(X), it follows that v1X , v−1X ∈ L. Hence,
L = Sus(R(X)) and K = [X \ R(X)]× (−1,1). (6)
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Lemma 4.3.6. Let X be a ﬁnite graph which is not an arc such that Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous. Then |R(X)| = 2.
Proof. Let L be as in Observation 4.3.5 and recall that L is an orbit of Sus(X). Now, by (6) we have that L is the suspen-
sion over the ﬁnite (and nonempty) set R(X). Since L is an orbit, we have that L is homogeneous; thus, it follows from
Lemma 4.3.4 that |R(X)| = 2. 
Let X be a ﬁnite graph which is not a simple closed curve. By a loop C ⊂ X we mean an edge C that joins a vertex v to
itself. Note that C is a simple closed curve and bd(C) = {v} ∈ R(X).
We ﬁnish this subsection with the following result, which characterizes ﬁnite graphs with 12 -homogeneous suspension.
Theorem 4.3.7. Let X be a ﬁnite graph. Then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous if and only if X is an arc or an n-theta.
Proof. Assume ﬁrst that Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous and that X is not an arc; we will prove that X is an n-theta. By
Lemma 4.3.6 we know that |R(X)| = 2. We will prove next that X has no loops.
Suppose to the contrary that X has a loop C and let R(X) = {v,w}. Let A be an arc in X whose end points are v
and w , let y ∈ A \ {v,w} and let z ∈ C \ {v,w}. Consider the set K deﬁned in Observation 4.3.5 and recall that K is an
orbit of Sus(X). Moreover, according to (6), we have that (y,0), (z,0) ∈ K ; let Q y and Q z be the components of (y,0)
and (z,0) in K , respectively. Since K is an orbit of Sus(X), there exists a homeomorphism h : Sus(X) → Sus(X) such that
h(y,0) = (z,0); thus, h(Q y) = Q z; hence,
h(Q y) = Q z. (7)
Note however that Q y = Sus(A), which is a 2-cell, whereas Q z = Sus(C), which is a 2-sphere. This contradicts (7). Thus,
X contains no loops. Finally, by Lemma 4.3.1 we know that X has no end points. Therefore, since |R(X)| = 2 we may
conclude that X is an n-theta.
The converse follows from Proposition 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.3.2. 
4.4. Local dendrites
Our ﬁrst theorem of this subsection characterizes dendrites with 12 -homogeneous suspension. This result will be helpful
in determining those local dendrites that have 12 -homogeneous suspension (Theorem 4.4.3).
Theorem 4.4.1. Let X be a dendrite. Then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous if and only if X is an arc.
Proof. Assume that Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous and consider the following subset of Sus(X):
C = {w ∈ Sus(X): w belongs to the manifold interior of a 2-cell in Sus(X)}.
By Observation 3.0.3, we have that:(
OR(X) ∪ R(X))× (−1,1) ⊂ C . (8)
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.0.4, we have that E(X) × (−1,1) ⊂ Sus(X) \ C . Moreover, by Lemma 3.0.5, we have
that v1X , v
−1
X /∈ C . So, we obtain that Sus(E(X)) ⊂ Sus(X) \ C . Since Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous, using (8) we have that
Sus(E(X)) and C are the two orbits of Sus(X). In particular, Sus(E(X)) is homogeneous. Therefore, by Lemma 4.3.4 we
obtain |E(X)| = 2.
Finally, since X is a dendrite, by [13, p. 168, 10.7] we have that E(X) = X \ Cut(X); hence X has exactly two non-cut
points. Therefore, by [13, p. 96, 6.17] we obtain that X is an arc.
The converse is Proposition 4.2.1. 
The following result is used to show that the arc and the n-theta are the only local dendrites with 12 -homogeneous
suspension (Theorem 4.4.3).
Lemma 4.4.2. If X is a local dendrite and E(X) = ∅, then X does not contain simple ∞-ods.
Proof. Assume that X contains a simple ∞-od Z . Also, assume that Z is the null comb (if Z is the hairy point the proof is
very similar). Let z be the follicle of Z . Since X is a local dendrite, then there exists a neighborhood U of z in X such that
U is a dendrite. We may assume that Z ⊂ int(U ). Let h be an embedding of W (see (1)) into U and for each n ∈ N, let
h
((
1
,
1
))
= zn and h
((
1
,0
))
= rn.n n n
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U = Cut(U ) ∪ E(U ). (9)
Therefore, {rn}∞n=1 is a sequence of elements in Cut(U ).
Now, for each n ∈ N, let Ln be the component of U \ {rn} that contains the point zn . Since U is locally connected, then
Ln is open in U . Note that:
U \ {rn} = Ln|(U \ Ln).
Thus, by [13, p. 89, 6.6], for each n ∈ N there exists kn ∈ Ln \Cut(U ). Using (9) we have that {kn}∞n=1 ⊂ E(U ). On the other
hand, for each n ∈ N, let An be an arc in U with end points rn and kn . Let A be the arc in U with end points r1 and z. Now,
let
K = A ∪
(⋃
n∈N
An
)
.
Note that, for each n ∈ N, A ∩ An = {rn}. Using [21, p. 92, 2.6] we have that the components of K \ A shape a null sequence,
i.e., {An \ A}∞n=1 is a null sequence. Since, for each n ∈ N, kn ∈ An \ A, then the sequence {kn}∞n=1 converges to z. Therefore,
there exists N ∈ N such that, kN ∈ int(U ). Thus, by [11, p. 278, 3], we have that:
ordkN
(
int(U )
)
 ordkN (U ) = 1.
Thus, by [11, p. 278, 4], we have that ordkN (X) 1. Since X is a continuum, it follows that kN ∈ E(X). This contradicts
our assumption that the set E(X) is empty. Therefore, X does not contain simple ∞-ods. 
We ﬁnish this subsection with a theorem that characterizes local dendrites with 12 -homogeneous suspension.
Theorem 4.4.3. Let X be a local dendrite. Then, Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous if and only if X is an arc or an n-theta.
Proof. Assume that Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous. If X does not contain simple closed curves, then X is a dendrite. Hence, by
Theorem 4.4.1, X is an arc. Thus, in the rest of the proof we will assume that X contains simple closed curves and we take
two cases. We prove in the ﬁrst case that X is an n-theta by making use of Theorem 4.3.7; in the second case we show that
the assumption is impossible.
Case 1. The set E(X) is empty.
In this case, by Lemma 4.4.2 we have that X does not contain simple ∞-ods. Hence, X is a ﬁnite graph [9, p. 50, Remark
to 6.4]. Thus, by Theorem 4.3.7, X is an n-theta.
Case 2. The set E(X) is nonempty.
Let C denote the set of points in Sus(X) that belong to the manifold interior of a 2-cell in Sus(X) and let D = Sus(X) \ C .
First note that, by Lemma 3.0.4, E(X) × (−1,1) ⊂ D . Furthermore, by Observation 3.0.3 and Lemma 3.0.5, we have that
Sus(R(X) ∪ OR(X)) ⊂ C . Therefore,
C = Sus(R(X) ∪ OR(X)) and D = E(X) × (−1,1). (10)
On the other hand observe that, if w ∈ C and z ∈ D , then:
O(w) = O(z). (11)
Next we will show that O(v1X ) = {v1X , v−1X }. To this aim, let K be a component of E(X) × (−1,1) and note that K =
{e} × (−1,1) for some e ∈ E(X). Let h : Sus(X) → Sus(X) be a homeomorphism. Since v1X ∈ K , then h(v1X ) ∈ h(K ) = h(K ).
Note that h(K ) = K ′ , where K ′ is a component of E(X) × (−1,1), and that K ′ = K ′ ∪ {v1X , v−1X }. Now, using (10) and (11),
we have that h(v1X ) /∈ K ′ . Hence, h(v1X ) ∈ {v1X , v−1X }. Thus by Lemma 4.1.1,
O(v1X)= {v1X , v−1X }.
It follows that O(w) = O(v1X ) and O(z) = O(v1X ) for each w ∈ C \ {v1X , v−1X } and each z ∈ D . Therefore, by (11), Sus(X)
is not 12 -homogeneous.
The converse follows from Proposition 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.3.2. 
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In this brief subsection we characterize those dendroids whose suspension is 12 -homogeneous (Theorem 4.5.2).
Let X be a dendroid and let p ∈ X . In this section we will say that p is an end point of X (in the classical sense) if p is
an end point of every arc that contains it; we will denote the set of end points (in the classical sense) of a dendroid X by
EC (X). Note that if X is a dendrite, then E(X) = EC (X).
In the proof of the next two results we will make use of the following facts: on one hand, a locally connected dendroid
is a dendrite [13, 10.58, p. 192]; on the other hand, if X is a dendroid, then each arc in X is contained in a maximal
arc [4, (3.6), p. 8]. It follows that |EC (X)| = 2 if and only if X is an arc.
Lemma 4.5.1. Let X be a dendroid; consider the sets C = {w ∈ Sus(X): w belongs to the manifold interior of a 2-cell in Sus(X)} and
D = Sus(X) \ C. Then, EC (X) × (−1,1) ⊂ D and (X \ EC (X)) × (−1,1) ⊂ C.
Proof. It follows from Observation 3.0.3(i) that (X \ EC (X)) × (−1,1) ⊂ C .
Now, let p ∈ EC (X) and let t ∈ (−1,1). Let U be a 2-cell in Sus(X) such that (p, t) ∈ U ; we may assume that U ⊂
X × (−1,1). Note that U ⊂ Sus(π∗(U )) and that π∗(U ) is a nondegenerate, locally connected subcontinuum of X . Since
subcontinua of X are dendroids [13, 10.58(a), p. 192] and locally connected dendroids are dendrites, we have that π∗(U )
is a dendrite. Moreover, since p ∈ EC (X), it follows that p ∈ EC (π∗(U )) = E(π∗(U )). Therefore, by Lemma 3.0.4, we obtain
that (p, t) /∈ iU and the conclusion follows. 
Theorem 4.5.2. Let X be a dendroid. Then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous if and only if X is an arc.
Proof. Assume Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous and let O1 and O2 be the two orbits of Sus(X). Consider the sets C and D deﬁned
in Lemma 4.5.1; thus, since C = ∅ = D , we may assume that C = O1 and D = O2.
Next, we will prove that X is locally connected. Assume to the contrary that X is not locally connected; hence, if
N = {x ∈ X: X is not connected im kleinen at x}, then N = ∅ [13, 5.22(b), p. 84]. Thus, there exists a nondegenerate
subcontinuum K of N [13, Theorem 5.12, p. 76]. Note that K is a dendroid [13, 10.58(a), p. 192]; hence K is arcwise
connected. Therefore, there exists a point w ∈ K \ EC (X). By Lemma 4.5.1, this implies that (w,0) ∈ C = O1.
Now, since Sus(X) is connected im kleinen at v1X , but not at (w,0), it follows that v
1
X ∈ O2. Thus, according to Lem-
mas 4.5.1 and 4.1.1, we obtain that O2 = Sus(EC (X)); in particular, Sus(EC (X)) is homogeneous. Hence, Lemma 4.3.4 yields
|EC (X)| = 2. It follows that X is an arc; however, this contradicts our assumption that X is not locally connected, which
turns out to be impossible.
Therefore, X is locally connected, hence a dendrite. It follows from Theorem 4.4.1 that X is an arc.
The converse is Proposition 4.2.1. 
4.6. Continua containing free arcs
The main theorem in this subsection is a characterization theorem for continua with free arcs and 12 -homogeneous
suspension. We begin this subsection with the following result, which shows that if X is a metric space with free arcs, and
has 12 -homogeneous suspension, then Sus(X) is locally contractible. This theorem is used to show that a metric space with
free arcs, and 12 -homogeneous suspension, is locally connected (Corollary 4.6.2). These results will be crucial in the proof of
our main theorem of this subsection (Theorem 4.6.10).
Theorem 4.6.1. Let X be a metric space containing a free arc. If Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous, then Sus(X) is locally contractible.
Proof. Let A be a free arc in X and let a ∈ i A. Assume that Sus(X) is not locally contractible. Then, there exists (x0, t) ∈
Sus(X) \ {v1X , v−1X } such that Sus(X) is not locally contractible at (x0, t). Thus, Sus(X) is not locally contractible at the
points of {x0} × (−1,1) (Corollary 4.1.3). On the other hand, note that Sus(A) is a neighborhood of (a,0) which is a 2-cell.
Therefore, since Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous, O((x0,0)) and O((a,0)) are the two orbits in Sus(X). Thus, since Sus(X) is
locally contractible at v1X (Observation 3.0.7), then v
1
X ∈ O((a,0)). Furthermore, since Sus(A) is a 2-cell neighborhood of
(a,0) in Sus(X), then v1X has a 2-cell neighborhood U in Sus(X). Observe that {(x0,1 − 1n )}∞n=1 is a sequence in O((x0,0))
that converges to v1X . Hence, there exists N ∈ N such that (x0,1− 1n ) ∈ int(U ) for each n N . This contradicts the fact that
Sus(X) is locally contractible at the points of int(U ). Therefore, Sus(X) is locally contractible. 
Our next result follows from Theorem 4.6.1 and Lemma 3.0.9.
Corollary 4.6.2. Let X be a metric space containing a free arc. If Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous, then X is locally contractible (thus, X is
locally connected).
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ANRs.
Proof. By Corollary 4.6.2, we have that X is locally contractible. Therefore, X is an ANR [3, p. 122, 10.4]. Finally, by
Lemma 3.0.8, we have that Sus(X) is an ANR. 
Corollary 4.6.4. Let X be a 1-dimensional continuum containing a free arc. Then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous if and only if X is an arc
or an n-theta.
Proof. Assume Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous. By Corollary 4.6.3, we have that X is an ANR. However, among continua, it is
known that 1-dimensional ANRs are local dendrites [16, p. 238, 5.1]; hence X is a local dendrite. Therefore, by Theorem 4.4.3,
X is an arc or an n-theta.
The converse follows from Proposition 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.3.2. 
Note that the condition of containing a free arc is essential in the assumptions of Corollary 4.6.4, because the pseudoarc
is a 1-dimensional continuum with 12 -homogeneous suspension (Corollary 4.2.5), which is neither an arc nor an n-theta.
Furthermore, the condition is essential even if we add the assumption of local connectedness, because the Menger curve is
a 1-dimensional locally connected continuum with 12 -homogeneous suspension (Corollary 4.2.3), which is neither an arc nor
an n-theta. In fact, the pseudoarc and the Menger curve show that the condition of containing a free arc cannot be removed
from the assumptions of neither Theorem 4.6.1, nor Corollary 4.6.2 or Corollary 4.6.3. Nevertheless, the assumption of being
1-dimensional can be removed from Corollary 4.6.4; we prove this in Theorem 4.6.10, but we need to develop some tools
ﬁrst.
The following known result will be used repeatedly in the proof of Lemma 4.6.8. On the other hand, Lemmas 4.6.8
and 4.6.9 are rather technical results that will be very useful in the proof of our main theorem of this section (Theo-
rem 4.6.10).
Lemma 4.6.5. ([13, p. 83, 5.22(a) and p. 132, 8.26]) Let X be a locally connected continuum, let U be an open subset of X and let T be
a component of U . Then T is an open and arcwise connected subset of X .
In Lemmas 4.6.8, 4.6.9 and Theorem 4.6.10 we will make recurrent use of two particular subsets of a continuum X . We
introduce them in the following notation, to help the reader keep them in mind.
Notation 4.6.6. Deﬁne the following subsets of a continuum X that contains free arcs:
M = {y ∈ X: y ∈ int(A) for some free arc A of X} and
Y = {y ∈ X: y ∈ E(A) for some free arc A of X}.
Observation 4.6.7. Let M be as deﬁned in Notation 4.6.6, let w ∈ M and note that w has a neighborhood in X which is an
arc. As a consequence of this, it follows that if L ⊂ X is any arc such that w ∈ iL, then w ∈ int(L).
Lemma 4.6.8. Let X be a locally connected continuum that contains free arcs. Let M and Y be as deﬁned in Notation 4.6.6 and assume
that M = X. Then, the following conditions hold:
(i) If K is a component of M, then |bd(K )| 2.
(ii) The set (X \ M) ∩ Y is nonempty.
Proof. Let K be a component of M , let x0 ∈ K and let z0 ∈ X \ M . Since X is locally connected, X is arcwise connected
(Lemma 4.6.5 applied to U = X ); thus, there exists an arc B0 in X whose end points are x0 and z0. By Lemma 4.6.5 we
have that X \ K is closed; hence, taking a subarc if necessary, we may assume that:
B0 ∩ (X \ K ) = {z0} and (thus) B0 is a free arc in X (Observation 4.6.7). (12)
Since z0 ∈ E(B0), we obtain that z0 ∈ (X \ M) ∩ Y . Thus, (ii) is proved.
It remains to show that |bd(K )| 2. To this aim, let b ∈ B0 \ {x0, z0} and let L0 be the subarc of B0 such that E(L0) =
{b, z0}. Let R be the component of X \ L0 that contains x0 and consider two cases.
Case 1. R ⊂ K .
Using that R is open (Lemma 4.6.5), that x0 ∈ R and (12) one can prove that:
R ∪ (B0 \ {z0})⊂ int(R ∪ B0).
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K is connected and x0 ∈ int(R ∪ B0) ∩ K , we obtain that K ⊂ int(R ∪ B0). Hence, since in this case we are assuming R ⊂ K ,
using (12) again we conclude that:
bd(K ) = K ∩ (X \ K ) ⊂ (R ∪ B0) ∩ (X \ K ) = {z0}.
Thus, this case is complete.
Case 2. There exists z1 ∈ R ∩ (X \ K ).
By Lemma 4.6.5, we know that R is arcwise connected. Hence, there exists an arc L1 ⊂ R such that E(L1) = {x0, z1}.
Since K is open and x0 ∈ K , taking a subarc if necessary we may assume that L1 ∩ (X \ K ) = {z1}. Note that L1 is a free
arc in X (Observation 4.6.7). Moreover, since L1 and B0 are free arcs in X , it follows that L1 ∩ B0 = {x0}. Hence, L1 ∪ B0 is
an arc. Furthermore, applying Observation 4.6.7 to the point x0 and the arc L1 ∪ B0, we obtain that L1 ∪ B0 is a free arc
in X . Hence, bd(L1 ∪ B0) ⊂ E(L1 ∪ B0) = {z0, z1} ⊂ X \ K . Since K is connected and x0 ∈ int(L1 ∪ B0) ∩ K , we obtain that
K ⊂ int(L1 ∪ B0) ⊂ L1 ∪ B0. Therefore, K is a free arc in X and, thus, |bd(K )| 2, as desired. 
Lemma 4.6.9. Let X be a locally connected continuum that contains free arcs. Let M and Y be as deﬁned in Notation 4.6.6. If
dim(X) > 1, then X \ M  Y .
Proof. Assume X \ M ⊂ Y and let C = {L: L is a component of M}. We claim that:
X =
⋃
L∈C
L. (13)
Indeed, clearly M ⊂ ⋃L∈C L; further, it is easy to see that Y ⊂ ⋃L∈C L. Thus, since we are assuming that X \ M ⊂ Y , it
follows that X =⋃L∈C L.
Note that X has dimension 1 at each point of M; thus, by our assumption that dim(X) > 1, we have that M = X . Let
L ∈ C . By Lemma 4.6.8 we have that |bd(L)| 2; therefore, since dim(L) = 1, we obtain that dim(L) = 1 [7, p. 32, 2]. On the
other hand, by Lemma 4.6.5 we have that the elements of C are open in X . Hence, since X is a second countable space; it
follows that the collection C is countable. Thus, according to (13) and to the sum theorem [7, p. 30, III2], we obtain that
dim(X) = 1, a contradiction. Therefore, X \ M  Y . 
We conclude this subsection with the following theorem, which characterizes those continua X that contain free arcs
and have 12 -homogeneous suspension (regardless of the dimension of X ).
Theorem 4.6.10. Let X be a continuum that contains free arcs. Then Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous if and only if X is an arc or an n-theta.
Proof. Assume that Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous.
We will make use of Corollary 4.6.4; in order to do so, we need to prove that dim(X) = 1. To this aim, suppose to the
contrary that dim(X) > 1. Consider the set
P = {w ∈ Sus(X): w has a planar neighborhood in Sus(X)}. (14)
By Corollary 4.6.2, we have that X is locally connected; thus, using Lemma 3.0.6, the assumption that dim(X) > 1, and
recalling the sets M and Y deﬁned in Notation 4.6.6, we obtain that:
P = M × (−1,1). (15)
Notice that X has dimension 1 at each point of M; thus, by our assumption that dim(X) > 1, we have that M = X . Hence,
we may apply Lemma 4.6.8(ii) and take a point b ∈ (X \ M) ∩ Y . Now, according to Lemma 4.6.9, we may take a point
c ∈ (X \ M) \ Y . Let a ∈ M; then, using (15) and (14) we obtain that:
O((a,0)) = O((b,0)) and O((a,0)) = O((c,0)). (16)
Next, we will show that:
O((b,0)) = O((c,0)). (17)
Since b ∈ Y , there exists a free arc A in X such that b ∈ E(A); we may assume that A \ {b} ⊂ M . Let Â = A × {0}. Then, Â is
an arc in Sus(X) and, using (15), we have that:
(b,0) ∈ E( Â) and Â \ {(b,0)}⊂ P . (18)
Now, let B̂ be an arc in Sus(X) \ {v1X , v−1X } such that (c,0) ∈ E(B̂). In order to prove (17) we will show that:
B̂ \ {(c,0)} P . (19)
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have that π∗(B̂) is a nondegenerate and arcwise connected subcontinuum of X ; thus, we may take an arc L ⊂ π∗(B̂) such
that c ∈ E(L). Since c /∈ Y , we obtain that L is not a free arc in X . Hence, there exists a point z ∈ iL such that z /∈ int(L). It
follows from Observation 4.6.7 that z /∈ M . Now, since z ∈ π∗(B̂), we may take t ∈ (−1,1) such that (z, t) ∈ B̂ , and note that
(z, t) = (c,0). Since z /∈ M , according to (15) we have that (z, t) /∈ P ; therefore, (z, t) ∈ (B̂ \ {(c,0)}) \ P and (19) is proved.
Finally, since P is invariant under homeomorphisms, as a consequence of (18) and (19) we obtain (17). It follows
from (16) and (17) that Sus(X) is not 12 -homogeneous: a contradiction. This proves that dim(X) = 1. Therefore, accord-
ing to Corollary 4.6.4, we have that X is an arc or an n-theta.
The converse follows from Proposition 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.3.2. 
Final remarks. Throughout this paper we have shown several compacta X such that Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous; however,
all such spaces turned out to have exactly one or two orbits. Therefore, the following question seems natural:
Question 4.6.11. Let X be a compact metric space such that Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous. Must X be either homogeneous or
1
2 -homogeneous?
Further, as we noted before, among continua it is known that the class of 1-dimensional ANRs coincides with the class
of local dendrites [16, p. 238, 5.1]. Hence, we may reformulate Theorem 4.4.3 as follows:
Theorem 4.6.12. Let X be a 1-dimensional ANR. Then, Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous if and only if X is an arc or an n-theta.
Thus, two natural questions arise:
Question 4.6.13. For which n-dimensional ANRs X it is true that Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous?
Question 4.6.14. For which n-manifolds X it is true that Sus(X) is 12 -homogeneous?
Problem 4.6.15. Characterize indecomposable continua whose suspension is 12 -homogeneous.
Problem 4.6.16. Characterize arc-like continua whose suspension is 12 -homogeneous.
Problem 4.6.17. Characterize circle-like continua whose suspension is 12 -homogeneous.
Problem 4.6.18. ([14, p. 342, 4.18]) Find classes of continua whose suspensions are 12 -homogeneous.
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